
*Please note that our Allstar model is always shipped with the latest innovations fitted. Hence the name Allstar! 
We aim for the  best print quality, fasted possible print speed and reliability. 
Some parts may therefore vary from items shown in pictures or spec sheets.

Reprap based 3D printers are an emerging technology. Our systems can be upgraded by adding features as they become 
Available. Printing stuff  in 3D is far from a simple consumer experience. You need skills in CAD design, 3D print preparation 
and learn how to optimise the system settings to achieve top print results. 
If you want easy 3d prints and do not want to learn these skills, then simply pay a 3d print company
$5-20K for every design and $50-$500 per print. We however build our Allstar to  cater for tech savvy designers, inventors 
and hobbyists who want something that can get close or equal to a professional 3d printers that use similar technology. 
Allstar owners can, using their smarts, a little tweaking and printing experience get constantly good prints.

●    Our fully assembled and working acrylic 3d Allstar printer ships in about 21 days.
●    The build area is about 200mm x 200mm with a maximum height of 200mm .
●    Printing speed is the fasted in the reprap range !
●    We use specially formulated PLA and ABS plastic to achieve fine print details and long hot end life.
●    Accuracy of print is high and calibrated to between 0.0-0.25mm.
●    Extruder size is 0.3mm.
●    We use Gen6 electronics.
●    The Cannonball Allstar give instant satisfaction. It is a fully built and tested unit.
●    Enjoy building something in 3d within an hour of opening the box……ideas quickly turn into 3d-printed, real objects…
●    This model is the cheapest, fastest fully built 3d printer on the market. It is constructed
     from a Perspex and is using linear bearing for extra accuracy. 

Low maintenance system:-
    The usual tool precautions apply to our 3d printers. Treat it with respect and it will perform at it’s peak.
    For lubrication, just wipe bearing shafts with a soft, light, soft cloth every month, to keep them shiny.
    Put a drop of light sewing machine-type oil on Z lift threaded rod every month.
    Hot end tip life depends on proper heat regulation. For best life, simply run the hot end at the lowest
    possible temperature. Heating elements in tips can be replaced and repaired or just new ones screwed on.
    Buy our inexpensive propitiatory specially mixed PLA or ABS for best print heat life.
    The printer box is very tough and should keep it’s calibration well. Recalibration is however quite easy.
    Reprap based 3D printers are future proof as new 3D inventions can be added by the owner at any time.
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Cannonball Allstar 3D printer
Reprap based design
...works out of the box!

*after clipping on a few bits,connecting it to a late model Windows computer 
and installing the software



Warrenty and service assistance.
We warrent that you will receive a tested and working unit and that it left the factory only after 
extensive testing.
If you do have an issue- just contact our Skype video team for assistance.
We are happy to ship spare parts free if they fail due to faulty manufacture 
as well as we offer technical assistance over 
Skype video. We do not accept any claims which go beyond what is offered above.   
Wear and tear item such as heater elements 
and abuse are not covered. 

If you need a return-to-base warrenty – we are happy to quote  on this service separately.

Warrenty exclusions
Wear and tear items or items that can be damaged or are removed by the user are not covered under warranty.
This includes playing with PCB boards. Changing PCB software and messing it up. Disassembling stuff and 
messing up alignments.
Crashing the print head into the build board by messing around with crazy G code commands . Dropping the box, 
Rough or careless handling of any parts. Print heads can be damaged if they are set at stupidly high temperatures.
As these things are not under our control- they become your problem… However…
you can skype our service team to repair/maintain/buy spares/fix software issues your restore your printer to its 
former glory. There is no charge for this service!
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Design concept of Allstar Fine print detail!
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